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In t roduc t ion .  It  is well known that in many Ca ,  Abrich inclusions (CAI's) in carbonaceous chondrites the refractory 
metals (W, Re, 0 8 ,  I r ,  Mo,  Ru,  P t )  display abundance patterm related to  their volatility with the more refractory 
metals such as Re and 0 s  being more enriched (relative to  C I  chondrite abundances) than less refractory metals 
such as R u  and P t .  However, as noted by Fegley and Palme (I), M o  and W do not always fit into this pattern 
because they are commonly more depleted than expected from their relative volatilities. For example, neutron 
activation analytical data  from the Max-Planck Institut fiir Chernie, M a h ,  FRG show that 22 out of 30 samples (- 
73%) display M o  depletions while 8 out of 30 samples (w 27%) dieplay W depletions (2). These depletions are not a 
vapor pressure effect because W is the moat refractory of them 7 metals and Mo hae a vapor pressure very similar to 
that of I r .  Instead, the M o  and W depletions are the result of an interplay between the vapor pressures of Mo and W 
and the tendency of these two metals to  be oxidized in solar nebula gas. Fegley and Palme (1) discussed these (and 
other) factors in detail and proposed that the M o  and W depletione resulted from high temperature oxidation in 
the solar nebula. In particular, they found that a t  an assumed nebular total pressure of lo-' bars oxygen fugacities 
lo3 to  10' times greater than the f Oa of solar composition gas were required for their calculations to  reproduce the 
observed depletion patterns. However, they did not study the effects of variations in the nebular total pressure on 
their conclusions. This abstract presents the preliminary results of such a study. 
Calculat ions.  A revised version of the METKON code described by Fegley and Palme (1) was used in the calcula- 
tions. Thermodynamic data  for M o  and W oxide gases were taken from the new 3rd edition JANAF Tables (3). The 
CAI's included in this study are listed in Table 1, six of these display M o  depletions while two of these (Leo-1 Big 
Metal Grain, Allende TE)  display M o  and W depletions. The electron microprobe analyses of 0s-rich metal from 
the Ornans R N Z  inclusion do not include W; however, the bulk sample displays a W depletion (4). 
Results.  Table 2 displays the results of our calculations a t  assumed nebular total pressures ranging from lo-' to  
10-' bars. Figure 1 displays four comparisons of observed and calculated refractory metal patterns for CAI's with 
Mo depletions. Several important points are illustrated by these results. First, elevated HaO/H2 ratios (i.e., elevated 
over the solar value of N 5 x are required to reproduce the observed M o  and W depletions over the entire 
pressure range studied. The corresponding oxygen fugacities ( fog)  and the difference between these values and the 
solar gas oxygen fugacity at  the same temperature and pressure are also listed in Table 2. The relationship between 
H2OIHa ratio and fO2 is given by the equation 

taken from Rubin et al. (5) and the A log,, fO2 is defined by the equation 

A log,, (f Oa) = loglo( f 0s)oxidiring - loglo( f 0a)solar. (2)  

Second, the HaO/Ha ratios required to  match the observed M o  and W depletions decrease as the assumed total 
pressure decreases. In other words, slightly less oxidizing conditions are required a t  lower total pressures. However, 
even at an assumed nebular total pressure of 10-0 bars, the required f 0 9  values are N 10' to  10' times greater than 
for solar gas. Third, a t  a constant total pressure (e.g., lo-' bars), the calculated temperature and H2OIHz values 
for the 9 inclusions studied generally fall within restricted ranges. 
Summary .  Calculated fits to  the observed M o  and W depletions in CAI's always require elevated HzOIH2 ratios 
(i.e., elevated oxygen fugacities) relative to solar gas over a wide range of assumed nebular total pressures (lo-' 
to 10-' bars). Lower nebular total pressures, which are predicted by recent solar nebular models (6), require less 
oxidizing conditions than higher nebular total pressures. However, even at very low pressures (lo-' bars) oxygen 
fugacities N 10' t o  10' times greater than for solar gas are required. 
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